
Eliminate Crowded Waiting Areas

Improve the Patient Experience

for improving the patient experience.

Highly
Commended

                  With MediCall, my team saves around

140 minutes every day not searching the

corridors for patients. The waiting area is also

more pleasant for patients and sta�.

– Recep Suleyman, Imaging Services Manager
Whittington Hospital, North London

– Children’s Services at Brighton &
Sussex Uni. Hospitals NHS Trust

MediCall pagers are used extensively throughout Admissions, A&E departments, Same-Day Surgery, Outpatient,
Phlebotomy and Pathology clinics and pharmacies.

                MediCall is really compact; the

transmitter base is small and doesn’t obstruct

the reception desk.

MediCa
Patient Paging System

Bene�t immediately from:

Given a MediCall™ pager, patients are free to leave the waiting area knowing
they will keep their place in the ‘queue’. When patients’ appointments are due,
sta� can instantly and discreetly page them back with the touch of a button.
The pagers ensure patients do not miss their name being called or �ashed on
a screen, which improves patient con�dentiality. This also reduces anxiety for
the hearing or visually impaired.

MediCall pagers also reassure friends and relatives waiting for news. Handed
a MediCall pager, they can leave the bedside while the patient is with doctors
or in surgery.  Sta� can page companions when patients can be seen again.

MediCall is a�ordable and designed to save
you from extra repair and replacement costs.
The digital display enables the pagers to be
renumbered in seconds. No more tracking
numbers to see which pagers are missing, or
ending up with duplicates when reordering.

By eliminating crowded waiting areas and anxious patients and visitors, the
‘gold�sh bowl’ e�ect is removed. Sta� members are
able to work in a stress- free environment, allowing
them to o�er better care to patients.

MediCall is reliable, silent, and easy to use.
The system can be set up quickly, and minimal
training is required for daily operation.

Calmer Patients

Relaxed Visitors

Cost E�ective

Productive Sta�

Easy To Use

 



 
Customer friendly
Vibration, tone and �ash alerts
ensure the pager is noticed.

 >>

Manageable
Unique ‘auto-renumbering’ for
easy maintenance.

>

Extensive use
Superior battery e�ciency
and quick charging mean that
pagers can be in almost
constant use. 

Durabie
Tested to EN13697:2001 and
IP54 rated for unbeatable
reliability.

>
 

 > Protected against loss
‘Out of range’ feature reduces
accidental pager loss.

 
> Extended range

Powerful transmitter for
excellent coverage over a wide
area.

 > Hygienic
Antibacterial casing minimises
the spread of germs.
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MediCall IQ Features & Speci�cationsAdditional pager options
available

Digital coaster pager,
which �ashes, beeps
and vibrates.

EuroCoaster

Numeric 1 line or 12
character text message
pager. Also available
with a paddle.

Transceiver IQ Base Unit 

This device can be used with all UHF CST pagers. It has a
large, menu driven display that shows pager status and
estimated waiting time. 

All-In-One IQ Transmitter/Charger

The MediCall AIO is a combined base station and charger.
It is ideal for smaller premises and limited spaces. Up to 500
metres of coverage, which can be increased by using the
CST I-Station as a repeater. Single unit holds 15 pagers –
‘daisy chain’additional 15-charger to hold up to 30 pagers.

CST Alphanumeric pager

                  The system is simply a really useful tool - so much so,

that I’ve recommended to other outpatient departments in the

hospital. It just keeps patients happier.

– Sue Horne, Dispensary Manager,
Frimley Park Hospital, Surrey

Call Systems Technology is the exclusive
EMEA partner for HME Wireless®
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